
SUMMARY REPORT

Application Ref: 20211551

Site Address: 90 Cross Lane East Gravesend Kent DA12 5HB

Application 
Description:

Creation of a dropped kerb for vehicle access onto West side of the 
property.  

Applicant: John Caller

Agent: N/A

Ward: Whitehill

Parish: Non-Parish Area

Decision due date: 24 March 2022

Publicity expiry date: 02.03.2022

Decision Level:  Planning Committee 

Reason for referral: Councillor application

Recommendation: Refusal
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Summary of Reasons for Recommendations

Whilst considered to safeguard the amenity of future occupiers, as well as neighbouring 
properties, it is considered that the proposed hardstanding will significantly reduce the soft 
landscaping within the front garden, which positively contributes to the character and 
appearance of both the property and wider street scene. Additionally, the hardstanding results 
in a net loss of biodiversity on the site.

As the application site has an existing drive and should other properties, with existing drives, 
along Cross Lane East be granted planning permission for vehicular accesses, the result would 
be a significant reduction in off street parking provisions for existing residents. Furthermore, 
Saved Policy T5 in the Local Plan First Review (1994) actively discourages the creation of new 
accesses to local distributor road to the main highway network. The comments from KCC 
highways are a material consideration in this planning application, in regard to whether the 
application would receive consent from the KCC Crossovers team regarding Highway land.

As such the development is considered to be contrary to local and national planning policy and 
refusal is recommended.

____________________________________________________________________________

MAIN REPORT

1. Site Description and Surroundings



1.1. The application site comprises of a chalet type bungalow dwelling on the southern side of 
Cross Lane East which is a classified road (C Class) local distributor.

1.2. The site has an existing drop kerb with existing vehicle access to the front of the site 
along the eastern boundary, which serves an existing attached garage and driveway.

1.3. The immediate locality is residential in character with several surrounding dwellings having 
off road parking to the front of their dwellings. Further west of the site is a parade of shops 
and hot food outlets around the Echo Square roundabout. 

1.4. A recent visit to the site indicates that the majority of the works to the site have been 
undertaken to accommodate the new drive with the exception of the installation of the 
vehicle crossover and the dropped kerb to the public highway.

1.5. The existing site is shown below, with a photo also provided of the site prior to works 
taking place. 

Google Street View (Site prior to works taking place)

2. Relevant Planning History



Application 
Ref. No. Description Decision 
20100634 Construction of two dormer windows in front roof slope; 

dormer extension in rear roof slope and conversion of 
additional roof space into an additional bedroom, dressing 
room and shower room/wc; construction of pitched roof to 
replace existing flat roof on side extension and installation of 
new windows in front and rear elevations

Approved

20100382 Construction of dormer extensions in front and rear roof 
slopes and conversion of additional roof space into a 
bedroom, enlarged bedroom and two shower room/wc's; 
construction of new pitched roof on existing single storey side 
extension and installation of new windows in front and rear 
elevations.

Refused, 
allowed on 
appeal

19480184 Erection of a private garage Approved

3. Proposal

3.1. The proposal seeks planning permission for an additional drop kerb to the western 
boundary to facilitate increased vehicle access to the front of the property.

3.2. An extract of the proposed layout, compared with the existing is shown below;

Existing layout (prior to works commencing)



Proposed layout

4. Planning Policy, Development Plan and other Material Considerations

Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy (September 2014):
 CS01 – Sustainable Development
 CS02 – Scale & Distribution of Development
 CS11 - Transport
 CS12 – Green Infrastructure
 CS18 – Climate Change
 CS19 – Development & Design Principles

Saved Policies in the Gravesham Local Plan First Review (November 1994):

• P3 – Vehicle Parking Standards
• T1 – Impact of Development in the Highway Network
• T5 - New Accesses onto Highway Network

4.1 Paragraph 33 of the NPPF (2021) sets out those policies within adopted local plans should be 
reviewed to assess whether they need updating at least once every five years, and should 
then be updated as necessary. Such reviews are also a legal requirement as set out in 
Regulation 10A of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) England Regulations 
2012.



4.2 Saved Policy T1 requires all development to be served by the highway network.

In relation to vehicular accesses the relevant policy is Policy T5 of the Local Plan.

The preamble to the policy says:

In urban areas, turning movements account for a significant proportion of accidents.  On major 
routes in rural areas, speed becomes an additional factor.  New accesses can create further 
potential hazards, both by increasing the number of turning movements on urban roads and 
by creating additional potential obstructions on the rural road network.  It is particular 
important that the main highway network of primary, district and local distributors should 
remain free of new accesses.

4.3  The policy says:

The formation of new accesses or the intensification of use of existing accesses to the roads 
forming the highway network shown on the Proposals Map will not normally be permitted, 
except where no danger would arise and where a properly formed access can be created in a 
location and to a standard acceptable to the Local Planning and Highway Authorities.

4.4 Saved Policy P3 indicates that development will be expected to make provision for vehicle 
parking in accordance with the KCC Vehicle Parking Standards.

Other material considerations 

4.5 National Planning Policy Framework (2021)
• Section 2 – Achieving sustainable development
• Section 9 - Promoting sustainable transport
• Section 12 – Achieving well-designed places
• Section 15 – Conserving and enhancing the natural environment 

4.6 Supplementary Planning Guidance
• SPG2 - Residential Layout Guidelines (2020)
• SPG 4 - KCC Parking Standards (2006)
• SPD4 - Householder Extensions/Alterations Design Guide (2021)
• SPG 6 - Vehicular Accesses to Classified Highways (1992). 

In addition to the Local Plan policies, the Council has adopted supplementary guidance “Planning 
Policy for vehicular accesses to classified highways” (Planning Guidance Note No 6). Cross 
Lane East is a classified highway (i.e. C Road) and the document provides useful design criteria 
for vehicular crossovers, as outlined below;

The Council’s policy and guidance for controlling the formation of vehicular accesses to classified 
highways is long established dating from the mid 1970’s and reaffirmed in November 1980. It was 
established as a planning policy through the original Gravesham Local Plan in 1987. The policy 
guidance was revised in September 1991 following which an explanatory leaflet was produced.  In 
November 1992 the policy guidance was reappraised. The policy guidance was modified only in its 
interpretation concerning accesses to local distributor routes subject to a 30mph speed limit. This 
had the effect of deleting on such roads the requirement for the provision of a vehicle turning area 
within the site to enable vehicles to enter and leave in a forward direction.

Other Supplementary Planning Guidance 

 Kent County Council Vehicle Crossing: - Guidance and Self-Assessment (2018)



5. Consultations and Publicity Responses

5.1. 13 surrounding properties were consulted and the consultation expired on 10th March 
2022.Two objections were received stating the following;

- Property has an existing drop kerb and drive; and
- additional drop kerb would reduce existing parking provision along Cross Lane East 

and parking is already at a premium on this road;

5.2. Ward Councillors have been consulted but no formal comments have been received 
regarding the application.

Internal 

GBC Highways Officer 
Given current guidance issued by Kent County Council, it is doubtful that the Highway 
Authority will agree to a second access at this property.

The property currently benefits from a garage and a drive which should result in adequate 
capacity for two vehicles and so comply with current adopted policy for the provision of car 
parking.

However, from a pure planning point of view I have no policy or adopted guidance to guide 
or sustain a reason for refusal.

The applicant will however need to ensure adequate pedestrian visibility splays are 
provided, which ideally are 2m x 2m either side of the drive, although there is some scope 
within The Kent Design Guide to reduce them slightly and nothing within these splays should 
exceed 600mm in height (850mm maximum)

External

KCC Highways & Transportation Services  
This proposal would result in an additional access to serve a single dwelling on Cross 
Lane East, which is a classified ‘C’ road. 

Clarification is required as to whether the existing access is to permanently stopped up, 
should this new access be approved. Applications for two access crossings to a single 
property, or a second access point where one already exists, will not normally be 
approved for domestic dwellings unless there is strong evidence that it will add 
significantly to highway safety.

There are both a street lighting column and a telegraph pole located near the proposed 
access and it should be noted that if either of these needs to be relocated, this would be 
at the expense of the applicant.

The applicant should be advised that should a full planning application be approved, they 
will still need to apply to the Vehicle Crossover Team at KCC, to gain the relevant 
permissions to install the approved crossover.

Pedestrian visibility splays of 2m x 2m are required on either side of the access, with no
obstruction within the splays over 0.6m.



KCC Heritage

Proposals unlikely to have a significant below ground impact, no further comment.

6. Service Manager (Planning) Comments

6.1. The application site is located within the urban area where the principle of development is 
acceptable providing it meets the criteria of other development management policies.

Proposal

6.2. The key considerations in the determination of this planning application are whether the 
proposed new vehicular access and the associated front garden parking/hardstanding 
facilities and alterations to the front garden boundary are appropriate and acceptable in 
both in highway safety terms and amenity terms and in relation to adopted policy and 
guidance, notably Local Plan Core Strategy Policies CS11 and CS19, saved Policy T5, 
Sections 9 and 12 of the NPPF (2021) and Gravesham Planning Policy for vehicular 
accesses to classified highways (SPG 6, February 2009).  

6.3. In addition, the assessment should take into account the impact on the local area, any 
similar planning decisions locally and whether there is or would be any precedent for such 
development but whilst recognising that all planning applications are considered on their 
individuals merits.

Parking and Highways

6.4. Policy CS11 of the Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy September 2014 sets out that 
new development should mitigate their impact on the highway.  Saved Policy T5 of the 
Gravesham Local Plan First Review November 1994 indicates that the formation of new 
accesses to classified roads will not normally be permitted except where no danger would 
arise.  

6.5. The Vehicle Accesses on Classified Highways Planning Guidance Note 6 (February 2009) 
also specifies a number of standards and additional considerations for Schedule 2 roads, 
including;

 should be a minimum depth of 5.0 metred available from the rear edge of the highway or 
path, to ensure a car can be parked wholly off the road (increased to 5.5 metres where the 
driveway leads to a garage door);

 visibility splays should be provided appropriate to the class of road and the speed of passing 
traffic. Typical standards are 2 x 2 metres (measured along back of footway) for pedestrians 
and 2 x 45 metres (measured along kerbline) for vehicles. Where these cannot be provided 
within the applicant's land-holding, the agreement of a neighbouring landowner may be 
required to comply;

 there should be sufficient width on the public road to ensure that vehicles may turn in and 
out safely with no lateral damage or over-running of verges or private property;

 excessive gradients which would cause dangers to road users in wet/icy conditions should 
be avoided;

 the access should not create a hazard by virtue of its close proximity to other entrances, 
road junctions, pedestrian crossings and traffic islands.

6.6. It is recognised that many older properties situated along classified roads have no or 
limited on-site parking provision and therefore residents are forced to park their vehicle on 



the road, sometimes a considerable distance from the actual dwelling. It is considered 
that it is good practice to provide off-street parking areas for existing properties along 
classified roads provided that safe access arrangements can be achieved in accordance 
with the Council’s policy and guidance and provided that there are no other material 
planning considerations that outweigh such a development from taking place.

6.7. The Borough Councils planning guidance for vehicle accesses (February 2009), sets out 
that all applications for off street parking on the secondary classified roads in the Borough 
such as Cross Lane East, Gravesend will be expected to provide a minimum depth of 5 
metred from the rear edge of the highway/path to allow a car to be parked wholly off the 
road.

6.8. In this case the front garden area provides sufficient depths, at the shortest, the front 
garden would be 5.05 metres and at the deepest, the garden would be 5.7 metres. One of 
the key issues with this application is the fact there is an existing vehicle access along the 
eastern boundary leading to the existing front drive at the site. Currently, it would appear 
that two parked vehicles could be comfortably accommodated at the site.

6.9. The GBC Highways Officer has been consulted on the application and has raised no 
objection to the application. However, KCC Highways have raised concerns, particularly, 
in relation to the secondary vehicle access to the site, in addition to the existing access. 
KCC Highways commented that it would be unlikely that an additional access to a 
domestic property would be granted consent by the KCC Crossovers team.

6.10. This is set out in KCC Vehicle Crossing: Guidance and Self Assessment Guidance 
(https://bit.ly/3DiRioX) , which states, “The general rule is that increasing the number of 
points on a highway where vehicles turn, increases the potential for traffic conflict. 
Therefore, applications for two access crossings to a single property, or a second access 
point where one already exists, will not normally be approved for domestic dwellings 
unless there is strong evidence that it will add significantly to highway safety. For such 
applications to be considered, the applicant will need to show:-

• How a second access will add to the safety of the access arrangements
• Why such added safety cannot be achieved from a single access, or by improving or 
repositioning an existing access.”

The proposal fails to demonstrate how a second access will add to safety of the highway 
network, or why a single potentially improved/repositioned access is not suitable. 

6.11. Furthermore, it would appear that some works at the site have already been undertaken, 
in terms of the removal of the existing fence and the erection of a low level wall to 
accommodate the new drive.

6.12. In order to facilitate the vehicle crossover, the area just outside of the residential curtilage, 
i.e. the footpath, will need to be lowered to accommodate the dropped kerb. The plans 
indicate that the front boundary of the site is mostly screened with a wooden fence. The 
gate was placed almost centrally leading to the main entrance of the property, and the 
wooden fence had extended towards the western boundary standing approximately 1.1 
metres in height. To accommodate the second vehicle access along the western 
boundary part of the fence needed to be removed.

6.13. The comments from KCC highways are a material consideration in this planning 
application, in regard to whether the application would receive consent from the KCC 
Crossovers team regarding Highway land. It is worth noting that the southern side of 
Cross Lane East (where the application site is situated is) has unrestricted parking areas, 



as not all of the properties have a drive leading to their properties and the road is quite 
narrow. Also, the northern side of the road has double yellow lines so the surrounding 
residential properties along Cross Lane East would have reduced parking provision 
available to them.

6.14. The LPA take the view that the application site has an existing drive and should other 
properties, with existing drives, along Cross Lane East be granted planning permission 
for an additional drive/extend drop kerbs, the result would be a significant reduction in off 
street parking provisions for existing residents. Furthermore, Saved Policy T5 in the Local 
Plan First Review (1994) actively discourages the creation of new accesses to local 
distributor road to the main highway network.

6.15. Therefore, the application is contrary to Core Strategy Policy CS11 of the Gravesham 
Local Plan Core Strategy, Saved Policy T5 of the Local Plan (1994) and section 9 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).  

Character and Appearance

6.16. The proposal seeks the creation of a vehicle crossover across KCC Highway land, 
hardstanding is also proposed. Prior to the recent developments at the site, the plans 
indicate there was a grass verge fronting the property with some soft landscaping along 
the front boundary and currently fronting by a brown wooden fence. The wooden fence 
appears to be have been installed at the site from at least 2012, but considered to have 
limited amenity value. Therefore the partial loss of the fence is not considered significant 
in terms of visual amenity, but the site does have some grass and soft landscaping to the 
front which has a greater degree of amenity and biodiversity value.

6.17. The application proposes the formation of hardstanding to the front garden for vehicular 
parking which has already been installed at the site, along with removal of significant 
amounts of the soft landscaping. It is acknowledged that some of the neighbouring sites, 
east of the application property have a drop kerb the full width of the drives, however, 
these properties do not have planning permission for the extent of the works undertaken. 

6.18. Notwithstanding the neighbouring sites, which currently have hardstanding in the front 
garden facilitating vehicle accesses fronting the highway, by virtue of the significant loss 
of soft landscaping at the site is considered harmful to the character of the street scene. It 
is appreciated the site already had hardstanding installed at the site, but it is the large 
proportion of the grass verge to accommodate more parking at the site which is 
considered detrimental to the appearance and character of the area and, therefore, 
visually harmful. Notwithstanding the above, the low level wall installed is considered an 
improvement to the existing wooden fence, is it would open up the front boundary of the 
site providing views to the existing soft landscaped areas. The proposal is considered 
inappropriately designed despite being constructed using permeable materials.

6.19. As aforementioned above, the existing soft landscaping has recently been removed 
resulting in a net loss of biodiversity. This is contrary to Section 15 of the NPPF (2021), 
which states that developments should result in a biodiversity net gain. The proposal 
does not demonstrate how biodiversity net gain is to be achieved, therefore it is contrary 
to both local and national policy. 

6.20. Overall, the development is considered to result in net loss of biodiversity contrary with 
Policy CS12 (Green Infrastructure) of Gravesham’s Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) 
(2014) and Section 15 (Conserving and enhancing the natural environment) of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021). It would also have a detrimental 
impact on the character or appearance of the street scene and contrary with Policy CS19 



(Development and Design Principles) of Gravesham’s Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) 
(2014) and Section 12 (Achieving well-designed places) of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) (2021)

Amenity of Future Occupier 

6.21. The proposal is not liable to impact on the amenity of future occupiers so there are no 
concerns in this regard and the proposal is in accordance with Policy CS19 (LPCS) and 
Section 12 (NPPF).

Neighbouring Amenity

6.22. The proposal will not cause material harm to the amenity of any adjoining properties in 
terms of loss of light, outlook, privacy or sense of enclosure. As such it is in accordance 
with Policy CS19 (LPCS) and Section 12 (NPPF). 

Conclusion

6.23. Whilst considered to safeguard the amenity of future occupiers, as well as neighbouring 
properties, it is considered that the proposed hardstanding will significantly reduce the 
soft landscaping within the front garden, which positively contributes to the character and 
appearance of both the property and wider street scene. Additionally, the hardstanding 
results in a net loss of biodiversity on the site.

6.24. As the application site has an existing drive and should other properties, with existing 
drives, along Cross Lane East be granted planning permission for vehicular accesses, the 
result would be a significant reduction in off street parking provisions for existing 
residents. Furthermore, Saved Policy T5 in the Local Plan First Review (1994) actively 
discourages the creation of new accesses to local distributor road to the main highway 
network. The comments from KCC highways are a material consideration in this planning 
application, in regard to whether the application would receive consent from the KCC 
Crossovers team regarding Highway land.

6.25. As such the development is considered to be contrary to local and national planning 
policy and cannot be supported.

______________________________________________________________________________

Recommendation

The recommendation is for the application to be REFUSAL Planning Permission, for the following 
reasons:

1. The development seeks to provide an additional vehicle access, vehicle crossover with 
drop kerb to a Local Distributor Road to the Highway Network to the detriment of the free 
flow of traffic.  As such the proposal would be to the detriment of highway and 
pedestrian safety on this busy classified 'C' class road contrary to Policy CS11 of the 
Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy 2014, saved Policy T5 of the Gravesham Local 
Plan First Review 1994 and section 9 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF).

2. The proposed hardstanding significantly reduces the soft landscaping to the front of the 
dwelling which positively contributes to the character and appearance of both the host 
dwelling and wider street scene. Additionally with the removal of the soft landscaping 
there is a biodiversity net loss on the site. As such the development is contrary to 
Policies CS12 (Green Infrastructure) and CS19 (Development and Design Principals) of 



the Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy 2014, as well as the Section 12 (Achieving 
Well-Designed Places) and Section 15 (Conserving and Enhancing the Natural 
Environment) of the National Planning Policy Framework (2021).

INFORMATIVES:

STATEMENT OF POSITIVE AND PROACTIVE APPROACH TO DECISION-MAKING

1. In accordance with Article 35 (2) of the Town and Country Planning (Development 
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 (as amended), and paragraph 38 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2021, the Local Planning Authority has 
approached the assessment and determination of this application in a positive and creative 
way and, where appropriate, has worked pro-actively with the applicant to secure a 
development that is sustainable and that improves the economic, social and environmental 
conditions of the area, and that is in accordance with the Development Plan for the area.

On this occasion, the application cannot be supported.


